English Version
Our stage play was shown on 15 June 2018 in the library of OSZ Handel 1.
Below I describe the development and the experiences of the stage play.
In cooperation with the theater teacher Kalle Mille and the artist Birte Trabert, we have
developed the stage play in 10 weeks with the topic of tourism. At first we gained insights
into the theater world by learning different acting techniques. For this we worked on
gestures and facial expressions. Then we worked out different scenes that resulted in the
finished play. Because we planed the play in the context of the English lessons under the
direction of Mrs. Rausch, we played scenes in German and in English. We use the topics of
drugs and tourism. These are the scenes in the park, at the airport and in the supermarket.
The play begins with the fact that we step on the railing and everyone calls loudly a term
that reminds him of tourism. Symbolic of the ever louder cries of words, a classmate (Henry
M.) inflates a balloon and makes it burst. Everything stops and it goes into silence and in the
first scene. The scenes are loosened up with a rap from my classmate Yannic, who should
support the drug scene in Görlitzerpark. In addition to the individual scenes, there were
always different actions that acted alongside the actions. This includes "My last destination
was ..." and "My last destination will be ..." where we should name our last destination and
our next destination.
Combining holidays, drugs and tourism in a city like Berlin was exciting. The
Görlitzer Park is just around the corner and many people in Berlin goes not so often
on holiday. Even dealing with tourists is something that you will be confronted with
every time. We will certainly be able to apply the experiences we gained in the weeks
at some point during everyday conversations. It was a lot of fun.
(28.6.2018 – Klasse 3602, D. Hartmann)

